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In this talk we will approach the nature of complex living systems from a relational perspective, with a theoretical framework known as relational biology. First, we will note some epistemological problems regarding the practice of what we call complexity science and biology. Complexity science has matured within the last couple of decades despite lacking a clear definition of what makes a system “complex”. Similarly, biology lacks a definition of what makes a system “alive”. Although many regard these questions as philosophical ones without practical implications, we will argue that, on the contrary, these are central questions to answer in order to make real progress. We will proceed by making a formal distinction between simple fractionable systems and complex non-fractionable ones. This will lead us to formulate models of living systems with important properties such as organizational closure, self-organization, complexity, and anticipation. We will show how living systems, at every level of organization, exhibit these properties, and we will suggest that many social phenomena show similar behaviors. Finally, we will discuss some standing problems in biology, such as the origin of life and evolutionary transitions, where relational biology could give us a path forward.
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